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Abstract
In this short note, we propose a concrete analogue of the space L(H)
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In this short note, we propose a concrete analogue of the space L(H) for local
operator spaces. Recall that an operator space can either be defined concretely
as a closed subspace of the the space L(H), with the subordinate operator space
structure, or abstractly by a Banach space together with a matrix norm (Ruan’s
theorem [2]). An abstract local operator space is simply a locally convex space
with a collection of (separated) matrix seminorms (Effros, Webster [3]). In other
words, it is a projective limit of (abstract) operator spaces. A concrete model
for local operator spaces is given in [1], where the concrete model is an Arens-
Michael (complete locally multiplicative) algebra of unbounded operators on a






where the projective limit is taken in the ’operator space’ sense i.e. the matrix
seminorms are given by





Remark that this space endowed with coordinatewise multiplication and involu-
tion is a multinormed C∗-algebra. It is exactly the ∗-algebra of noncommutative
continuous functions on a quantized domain studied by Dosiev [1].
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Definition 0.1 (concrete local operator space) Let {Hα, α ∈ Λ} be a col-




with its natural local operator space structure.
Theorem 0.2 Let E = lim
←α
Eα be an abstract local operator space. Then there
exists a realization of E as a concrete local operator space.
Proof The simple idea is to define subspaces with the induced topology as
projective limits. Let E = lim
←α
Eα, and define {Hα, α ∈ Λ} a collection of Hilbert
spaces, such that for all α ∈ Λ, Eα embeds in L(Hα) completely isometrically
(such a collection exists by Ruan’s theorem). Then with have the operator
space equality Eα = lim
←
L(Hα), with projection jα : Eα → L(Hα) the canonical
injection. By transitivity of projective limits (the transitivity of the projective
limits in the ’operator space’ sense follows naturally form the transitivity of the










and finally E is a subspace of
∏
α L(Hα) = lim
←α
L(Hα) with the induced local
operator space structure..
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